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ONGOING DEBATES

The United Nations Decade for Education for Sustainable
Development identifies the media as an important vehicle for
promoting learning about the global environment and the
developing world. TVE models a communication and ethical
practice fully in accord with these aims. It was established in
1984 with inspiration from Charles Stewart’s series on
Ethiopia, Seeds of Hope, and Adrian Cowell’s project on the
Amazon, Decade of Destruction. Initially supported by public
broadcaster Central Television, it is now funded from a variety
of sources including the European Union, WWF, DFID and
the United Nations, as an independent, non-profit making
organization contributing to non-formal development
education across the globe.

TVE is not affiliated to any specific political group and
prides itself on complete editorial independence and integrity.
Its productions range from public service announcements and
shorts to half-hour documentaries in the long-running series
Earth Report (starting 1996) and Life (starting 2000). Many of
these productions are distributed to television stations in the
developing world, as well as to major networks including the
BBC and PBS. As TVE Deputy Director Jenny Richards
(2006) said, ‘from the early days, production and distribution
had to go hand in hand’. In 2005, TVE programmes were seen
in 129 countries including China, Poland, Syria, Malaysia and
South Africa. A series of shorts, Africa Calling, was screened
on Channel Four during the G8 summit, and TVE reports
occasionally appear on mainstream news and current affairs
shows. As TVE’s distribution manager, Dina Junkermann, and
producer Nick Rance remarked (2006), it is becoming
increasingly difficult to secure access to the major
broadcasters, despite recent interest in climate change,
because of broadcasting’s emphasis on consumerism and
entertainment. However, in 2006, forty-eight programmes
from the Earth Report and Life series were sold to Britain’s
digital Community Channel which currently broadcasts three
hours a day on Freeview 87 and continuously on SKY. TVE is
also producing new programmes for Al Jazeera International,
the English language network of the Qatar-based company
which was due to start airing in November 2006. 

‘Joined-up communications’ is a basic aim of TVE. There
is a radio element to the DFID-supported Hands On series,
and as Jenny Richards (2006) explained,

When we can find the funding, we like to work in consortia
with other partners who do complementary radio to our
television output. We had a lottery grant, and a grant from the
Dutch development agency Novib, for City Life, our second
series on urbanisation. We had a shared website so you could

get the programmes on broadband, get the radio programmes
that were linked, but not the same features that were written
by UNEP. So that type of joined up programme is what we
would like to do more of, but it’s subject to funding.

Tackling gender issues
In 1995, TVE helped co-ordinate a global network of women
broadcasters, producers and filmmakers in the long-running
project Broadcasting for Change. Thirty two short films made
in thirty one countries, Snapshots for Change, were made to
support the tenth anniversary of the Fourth World Conference
on Women held in Beijing. Topics included women
campaigning against sex trafficking in Nepal and HIV/AIDS
prejudice in China, Fiji and Kenya. Issues such as education,
domestic violence, trafficking and women’s rights were
addressed, and in 2005/6 a copyright arrangement allowed
each individual member’s five-minute short to be available to
the whole network. For the price of making one short,
broadcasters would have access to forty-four others. 

TVE filmmakers have collected a number of awards:
Sandra Mbanefo Obiago from Nigeria won best director award
for her documentary Cash Madam at the Biennial Africast
conference in 2004 and Aarti Chataut won the Nepalese 2006
Women’s Empowerment Journalism Award for her film Shakti
– Empowerment. The Earth Report and Life series forcefully
explore broad thematic issues such as health, global warming,
the race to the bottom, development education, urban
violence, pollution, environmental destruction, indigenous
land rights, sustainable construction, fair trade, grassroots
activism, world trade and gender inequality. Two Life
programmes ‘Holding Our Ground’ and ‘Balancing Acts’
have specifically given women in the developing world an
international voice to tell the stories they must. Both have
been broadcast on BBC World. Jenny Richards (2006):

We work with agencies – and they aren’t communication
specialists; they don’t know how to tell stories that will engage
mainstream audiences, which is sort of our calling card. Not
only do we have airtime on a global carrier like BBC World,
but we have expertise in getting across quite complicated
issues. The whole joy of the job is going away and doing the
research on these issues that agencies are wrestling with.

Hands On reports are broken into five or six items providing
broad coverage of serious problems and people’s successful
attempts to remedy them. Empowerment, participatory action
and efficacy are dominant motifs. 

TVE does not feature developing countries as exotic
backdrops for travel programmes, dramas or reality TV game
shows, although Jenny Richards admits that these formats,
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intelligently applied, could potentially spread understanding
about development to huge audiences. Cost and distribution
are again constraining factors, soTVE concentrates on a
straightforward documentary aesthetic with strong storylines,
illustrative visuals, clear messaging, and an authoritative
narrative voiceover, frequently intercut with personal
testimony and expert opinion. One attraction for educators and
students is the inclusion of ‘anchor interviews’ with key
figures such as James Wolfensohn, Noam Chomsky, Anita
Roddick, Francis Fukuyama, Susan George and Naomi Klein,
whose comments are stranded through a variety of reports.
TVE’s rather didactic format makes Life programmes in
particular ideal teaching tools in some American universities
which have purchased whole series to support classes in
development and communications. Learning resources often
accompany other programmes and these can be accessed from
the web or by post. 

Does TVE change things?
Porter and Sims (2003) argue that ending poverty, improving
living standards, protecting the environment and human rights
are internationally-agreed goals and the media has a duty to be
objective but not necessarily neutral. TVE works closely with
a wide range of non-governmental agencies, business
organizations, filmmakers and government bodies from which
it receives commissions and funding, but it ensures that
contractual arrangements do not compromise its editorial
integrity. The aim is always to make a difference, to produce
programmes that are persuasive, credible and influential. BBC
World, whose audience profile includes top-level decision
makers in government and international agencies, important
business people and NGOs, broadcasts Life and Earth Report.
This outlet provides TVE with a market position and political
resonance that its relatively low production values and modest
aesthetic may not generate in other contexts. 

Occasionally TVE influences filmmakers through
screenings at environmental or human rights film festivals, or
conference delegates and decision makers at UN, European
Union or World Bank events. Significant resonance is
achieved when a major broadcaster is inspired by a TVE
report to use a report or story as a basis for a much larger and
more ambitious production that will be seen by millions.
Jenny Richards again: 

What fascinates me about what we do is how our low budget
regular programming is being used by all these people out
there, in many different ways; and what you then find is some
of these story lines reappearing in soaps or in other people’s
programmes like, I shouldn’t really claim this, the West Wing
which tackled intellectual property rights after we had covered
it in four programmes. TVE has catalysed other productions
around the world. We know we’ve done this with Panorama.

BBC Panorama’s ‘Dead Mums Don’t Cry’, broadcast in 2005,
focused on the Millennium Development Goal to cut maternal
mortality by two-thirds by 2015. The report featured the work
of Dr Grace Kodindo, an obstetrician in Chad, who showed
viewers the problems she confronts working in a hospital with

little equipment, few basic drugs and no blood supplies. The
programme was available for download from the BBC website
in the week following its initial screening and TVE secured
funding for it to be translated into French so it could be
rebroadcast in Chad, Somalia, Ethiopia, Sudan and elsewhere.
TVE also retains the rights to distribute ‘Dead Mums’ for
broadcast in other developing countries and for non-broadcast
educational use elsewhere. Some TVE films have been re-
edited and used on mobile video vans in Namibia, in public
education and communication campaigns aimed at halting the
spread of HIV/AIDS. Others, like ‘Dead Mums’ and the Life
programmes on health and sanitation, have revisited to
monitor and assess change. They are not simply left as one-
offs, and in some instances encouraging participation becomes
a central motivation. 

‘Dead Mums’ got translated in Swahili, bizarrely working with
one of our partners in an NGO who asked us for it. They had
some money and they picked it to bits because some of the
things that happen to women in Chad didn’t happen to women
in Tanzania where they were. They added new chapters. They
filmed a final ten minutes – you saw the film, there was a
village circle and the television was under the tree with the
video on, up comes Panorama’s music, they watch it very
seriously and then they all set to saying ‘this happens to us
but that doesn’t ... we agree with that but this is how we would
change it’ ...I want to do the next chapter of the film ... I want
to find out how many hospitals in Africa still don’t have
magnesium sulphate, which is such a simple drug but stops
women getting pre-eclampsia. This is what development
filmmaking is all about. (Jenny Richards)

However, the evaluation and precise measuring of impact and
influence is extremely difficult and complex. TVE’s internal
research, email inbox and postbag suggest that audience
reception is generally very positive. Interest is growing, with
an average in 2004 of 550 daily visits to the Hands On
website. So does TVE make a difference? Nick Rance
suggests TVE ‘puts ideas out in the public domain and they
get recycled by the media’. Jenny Richards is more emphatic.
TVE is a change agent.

Do films change things? The ‘Dead Mums’ scenario shows
they do. There is stuff we’ve done in Sierra Leone, before the
war and after the war, we revisit things, and there is an
extraordinary ripple effect. Yes they do.
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